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Apology to the Treasurer
The editor apologises to our treasurer for the expense in producing this edition of Carnifex. The print-house
team normally tries to limit colour to the front page, but articles offered for publication this time were just too
good to miss. So hang the beef
X X expense, here goes, starting with news with articles from south and north of the
Yorkshire border . . .

London Master – Congratulations
Carnifex is delighted to congratulate Ian Kelly on his becoming Master of the
Worshipful Company of Butchers of London. He was elected at Common Hall
on 12th September.
Ian was York Master in 2011 – 2012 and he is the second person to have held
both posts, following Brian Wheatley. (York Master 1998 London Master 2008)
Ian will have an extremely busy year in maintaining the pomp and functions of
this post. He will be much concerned with the plans for the redevelopment of
the St. Bartholomew’s area, close by Smithfield, that includes Butchers’ Hall.
Ian is also a member of the newly formed Company of Arts Scholars, Dealers
and Collectors. He is also the Senior Churchwarden of St. Bartholomew the
Great Church in Smithfield.
Ian lives in London and his, and Kyung Ae’s, regular attendance at functions in
York is much appreciated. We look forward, of course, to his visit as our guest
at the Shrove Tuesday Court and Feast in 2014.
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GILD NEWS
Officers – Wardens
The ongoing saga concerning the appointment of new wardens is now over – we are pleased to report that
members have come forward to take up the current vacant role of Junior Warden (Master in 2016) and also to
become Junior Warden at Shrove Tuesday next year (Master 2017). We look forward to a spate of swearing-in
ceremonies! Best wishes to those to have stepped forward.
Officers – Clerk
It was with sadness at the last Full Court that we received the news that the Clerk, Steven Kilmartin, has
decided to give up the post. We thank him – and his assistant, Jenny – for all they have done in supporting the
Gild and Masters during thirteen years of service and for the safe keeping of the Gild artefacts. His swearing in
of the Princess Royal as an Honorary Member of our Gild is a warm memory for him and for us all.
It will not be easy to find a replacement. In earlier times, it was felt an honour to take up such a position and an
opportunity to support civic and gild life, but this is an increasingly difficult path to follow in modern commercial
life. A radical decision may have to be made. However, if any Gild member can put forward likely contenders
from the legal profession, or have other ideas, please let the Master know.
Celebrating the Gild – from the Chaplain
The Chaplain the Rev’d Jane Nattrass has spoken at recent Courts on ways to Celebrate the Gild within the
City of York. The Full Court has agreed to further these ideas and is funding the feasibility study indicated in
the exhibition proposition. We look forward to further reports over the next year. Jane writes here to spread
the message:
‘The Gild Court members have been talking about how to celebrate the presence of the Gild in York and make
plans for the future. There are two ideas:
1 Presenting a commemorative steel
The Butcher's Gild is the longest running Gild in York. Membership fell to only one at some point but now has
many members. In 1943, the Gild began to grow again so it is 70 years since the Gild re-launched activity*. It
would be good for the Gild to mark its history by arranging for a presentation of a commemorative steel.
We are wondering if this could be done in partnership with a supermarket to gain some publicity. For example,
it might be with Morrisons in York or Yorkshire by Morrisons giving permission for the York Gild of Butchers to
present a one-off commemorative steel to a butcher who works for Morrisons. This could be for an improving
apprentice or long service award. We have contacted Morrisons at a senior level and await their response.
You may be wondering about my involvement as a vicar which is a curious state of affairs. My family were
butchers and I was taught many of the skills. The importance of our own knives and steel was drummed into
me at an early age. My dad was a Past Master of the Gild and I am chaplain to several Guilds. So, I watch the
work of butchers in and around York as well as the York Morrisons store with interest. From my point of view,
they do a very good job, work hard and are always knowledgeable and helpful. I understand however that the
apprentice scheme works throughout the company so I think that the Gild would be happy to find a worthy
recipient from either York or across North Yorkshire. The criteria would be for Morrisons to decide and the Gild
would provide the presentation steel.
2 Exhibition in the Shambles area of York
The Gild is exploring the idea of a permanent exhibition in or around The Shambles, York. This has been the
traditional home for butchers in York and it would be good to mark that to add to the tourist trail in some way. It
could incorporate demonstrations during the year on how to link sausages, French trim lamb loins, roll a
shoulder, make pork pies etc. We are at the very early stages of this and have commissioned a feasibility
study. Obviously this will involve raising funds, finding sponsors and/or finding expertise in putting together
such a project. We have already identified a project leader for the feasibility study and potential partners.
Perhaps members know of others who could be part of this too?
I hope that these ideas will be of interest to you and I’m sure that the Court would appreciate any comments or
ideas you may have to help bring these ideas to fruiltion’.

Jane
* The first Court of the modern era was in 1940 at The Hermitage, Stockton on Forest; the first Feast was on Shrove
Tuesday 1941, at Davy Hall; the first Master took up office in 1943. Hmmmm – which to celebrate? – ed.

Gild Library
After much cataloguing, the Gild Library is open for business and books are available at each Court with a due
disciplined procedure for borrowing and return. Would the borrower of ‘The Freedom’ please arrange for it to
be available at the next Court of Assistants for proper inclusion in the library?
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GILD NEWS continued
New Members for 2014
Now is the time for proposals for new members to join in 2013, allowing time for the Master to convene the
membership committee and report to the next Court of Assistants in early December.
Application forms are available from the Clerk, to whom they should be returned, completed, with the
appropriate fees. (see handbook section 3.3 and ordinance 4.1)
The very simple membership ordinance was adopted in 2001 as a method of allowing the Gild a basic scrutiny
of membership applications. The Gild is proud of retaining close links with the craft of butchery and associated
trades – it is unique in York in staying so close to its roots.
Charitable Trust
The chair of the Charitable Trustees reported to the Full Court in August on donations made to Yorkshire
hospices. Carnifex will provide a longer report in the next issue. Suffice to say, at the moment, that the
increase in funds and widening of the scope, that came about with the amalgamation with the William Wright
Trust, is leading to some interesting discussions amongst the trustees and wider opportunities for charitable
donations Carnifex will be proud to see the Butchers’ Gild Charity taking a lead in York with help across the
scope adopted by the Gild in 1993 and expanded in 2011 and would ask all members to keep this in mind
when looking for appropriate uses of Trust funds.
Web Site
Work has started on a large revision of the web site. More information is to be included in the Gild-only
protected area. The first main new change is the inclusion of the handbook (without, as agreed by the Full
Court some years ago, the personal contact information as held in section 5.6).
Can we can look forward to a more economic method of handbook revision? Can we all print at A5 size if we
wish to remain holding handbooks? Can we all remember the password to get into the protected area?
Or more seriously, will the cost savings be sufficient to pay for professional maintenance of the site in the
future?
These, and other questions, may, or may not, be answered in these learned pages. Watch this space, or listen
in at Full Courts in the future!

Events
Inter Guilds Quiz Night
th

Thursday, 17 October offers an opportunity to visit Bedern Hall, the home of three of the York Guilds. The evening
(starting at 7.30pm) includes a ‘Bangers & Mash (with chutneys) Supper’. Price £8.
Please go to www.freemenofyork.com for a booking form, or contact Alan Banks on 01904 331215
The Butchers have already entered a team so there will be old and new faces to argue with over the answers. But
note, you may enter as an individual to make up teams with new friends.

Ladies Feast - 26th October
The Ladies Feast is just around the corner – our most sociable night of the year. The Master and his Lady look
forward to welcoming you to an evening that they promise will be filled with ‘Songs That You Know And Love Around
the Piano’. Best value in Yorkshire for Dinner and Entertainment.
Booking forms should now be with you– if not, please contact Phil Stobart.
Completed Forms should be returned to Phil A.S.A.P.

Church Service – 27th October
This is arguably our most important event of the year, when the Butchers’ Gild puts on its finery to host the Lord
Mayor, the Civic Party and the good Governors, Masters and Wardens of other guilds to our service and reception.
We demonstrate, with our colourful parades, to York citizens and visitors that we are alive and kicking and taking an
active role in the civic life of the City.
The Chaplain will be in fine voice to remonstrate with us all about our wicked ways and we will be in fine voice to
answer back with our lusty singing (enhanced, no doubt, by our good practice the night before).
Members attending should be at St. Crux at the bottom end of the Shambles at 10.00am with spouses, partners and
guests seated in All Saints’ Church. The current Senior Warden is responsible for parade management on the day.
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MASTER’S DAY OUT
Roy Lofthouse fills us in on the day’s events
The 17th of August saw more than forty members and their guests gathering for the Master’s Day-Out at
Ampleforth Abbey, on a warm humid day, for a tour of the Abbey, its apple orchards and cider mill.
Cameron Smith, the Orchard and Cider Mill Manager, started us off with a short talk which he continued – and
never stopped – as we walked between the rows of heavily laden trees. He told us that more than half of
England’s orchards have disappeared since the 1950’s, but that there was a resurgence of apple growers
resulting in 500 registered orchards now supplying more than thirty varieties.
Ampleforth Abbey is one of these with some 2000 apple trees spanning forty seven varieties. One old English
variety, Ashmead’s Kernel, (first grown in Kent in 1700, Cameron informed us), was his particular favourite.
For the Yorkshire folk among us it was pleasing to learn that the Pippin originated in Yorkshire. It was raised at
Ribston Hall near Knaresborough from a pip brought back from France in about 1688.
From the orchards we transferred to the cider mill where Cameron showed us the cider press and explained
the process involved in making 25,000 litres of apple juice, most of which is turned into cider, a fermentation
process that takes several months. Some of the cider is sent away to be distilled into cider brandy and then
returned to be matured in barrels for several years.
During lunch of soup and sandwiches, with a tasting of cider, brandy and cider liqueur, the Master held his
charity raffle and raised £320.
After lunch we continued our tour of the Abbey with the Prior who was able to take us into the school library to
see the most Robert ‘Mousey’ Thompson furniture in one place anywhere in the United Kingdom. The furniture
dating back to 1927 consisted of extensive wood panelling, individual work stations, chairs and refectory tables.
The prior told us that the brief that Mousey Thompson was given was that he build furniture that couldn’t be
broken by school boys!
The talk continued in the Abbey Church where the Prior explained to us a monk’s typical day and answered
questions from the audience.
The day was most interesting and enjoyed by all with a final free walk-about to finish off.
Many thanks to the Master and his Lady for arranging this special day.
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THE MASTER ON TOUR !
Visit to Trinity Hall of the Seven Incorporated Trades of Aberdeen
On 27th June the Master and his Lady were given a fascinating tour of Trinity Hall by the Deacon Convenor David
Parkinson ( see www.seventradesofAberdeen.co.uk ) The building represents a rich heritage stretching back to
the 11th Century. From the outside, five of the seven beautiful stained glass windows, one for each trade, are
visible.
The founding members banded together in
the belief that strength in numbers would
provide them with a united voice on matters
related to work, and that their commitment
to quality workmanship and the honing of
specialist skills through apprenticeships,
would set an enduring benchmark. Their
coat of arms shows that one arrow alone is
easily broken, but when held tightly
together, it is almost impossible to break a
group of arrows.
The Fleshers were added to the
membership in 1657 making the seventh
trade. The Fleshers, drawing its skilled men
from the butcheries and slaughterhouses of
the burgh, had first been incorporated as a
trade in 1534.
It became custom for new
entrants to provide a lavish banquet as part
of their acceptance, making use of their
renowned produce. The oil painting depicts
their coat of arms, and an old Grace is
appended over it.
Each of the Seven Trades (Hammermen,
Bakers, Wrights and Coopers, Tailors,
Shoemakers, Weavers, and Fleshers). has
a stained glass window in the Great Hall,
and all save one include a biblical context.

The Fleshers Entrant’s Oath
is reminiscent of that of the
York Butchers’ Gild.

T he Master’s Chair dates back
to 1661 – apparently it is very
uncomfortable!

York Master and Aberdeen Deacon
Convenor, David Parkinson, in front of
the Fleshers’ Window.

These beautiful windows are a rare example of the work of Stephen Adam.
The close up (on the front page) below shows the Fleshers Arms in the right-hand panel, and the biblical theme of
the lamb on the altar in the left-hand panel.
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Master in Aberdeen continued . . .

Among the many artefacts beautifully displayed is a glass case containing
the Fleshers Mort Cloth (above left).
This dark purple cloth, embroidered with the Fleshers’ Arms, earned money
for the Fleshers because it was hired out to be draped over coffins of
revered Fleshers, with separate charges being made for draping over the
coffin in the home, during carriage, and in church.
One of the several rooms in the Hall is the Essay Room. This houses some
examples of ‘essay pieces’ of exquisite workmanship which have been
.made by individuals to demonstrate the quality of their skill, and which have
formed part of their acceptance into their Trade. This picture (above right)
shows an essay piece made for acceptance into the Wrights and Coopers
Trade. The Seven small barrels (about two inches in diameter) each have a
lid carved with one of the Trade Crests (Fleshers is top left), and they all fit
into the large barrel in the centre which in turn is edged with seven types of
wood. Each small barrel contains miniature tools, all hand crafted, which
are representative of that particular Trade, and some are displayed at the
bottom.
The Deacon Convenor until recently held his meetings while seated in the
Deacon Convenor’s Chair which is over 500 years old. However new chairs
have been made recently – one for the Deacon Convenor himself and
bearing his Arms, and one for the Masters of the Trades with each of the
Seven Arms carved into the back.
The Master was pleased to be able to present the Deacon Convenor,
David Parkinson, with a copy of the History of the York Gild of Butchers,
and a Gild bow-tie as a token of thanks for the wonderful tour and detailed
historical explanations he gave.
Jeremy, Master

Butchers’ Trivia – The Lyme Regis Bell
A serendipitous discovery whilst our southern reporter was taking a short break
in the delightful sea-side resort of Lyme Regis.

The Market, or Shambles Bell, was made in 1647 by William Purdue, possibly
in Taunton – he is known to have worked in various sites in the South West.
The bell hung in the premises shared by the Market House and the Shambles
and controlled the trading hours. It may later have also become the town
Curfew Bell. The Great Fire of 1844 destroyed these buildings and they were
never rebuilt as they were thought to be a nuisance, making Broad Street too
narrow. The bell was saved, but now has a rough appearance from fire
damage. It disappeared for a time but was re-discovered boarded up in the old
police station. It is now hung in the fascinating Town Museum, alongside other
objects of interest from Dorset, including wreck material and fossils.
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Great St. Bartholomew’s Priory and Hospital
Another ‘Tale of Serendipity’ from our southern correspondent
So there I was, gently plodding through a paperback, ‘Fools and Jesters at the English Court’ *. Not an easy
read, but interesting, as it followed the story of these characters through the middle ages and beyond. Fools
were not necessarily foolish people as we would understand. They may have been simple or feeble minded and
in the care of the Court, or they may have been intelligent people, acting intentionally foolishly so as to be able
to act as a monarch’s confidant – a sounding board, able to speak truthfully and directly to the ruler.
And then came three pages on a man called Rahere (or Raher, or Raherius) of whom I had never previously
heard. He was clearly a most intelligent man but acted as fool and favourite to Henry 1 st. (King from 1100 to
1135). He also had a spiritual side and took holy orders to become a clergyman.
Rahere is listed as one of the Canons of St Paul's Cathedral in a document of 1115. On a pilgrimage to Rome,
he fell ill and had a vision of St. Bartholomew, who told him to build a hospital. On his return to England, he
adopted a religious calling, and in 1123 founded St Bartholomew's Hospital and the nearby church of St.
Bartholomew (later called ‘the Great’ to distinguish it from another church of the same name within the hospital).
He was prior of the church until his death in 1144 and his ornate tomb can still be found inside. He also founded
St. Bartholomew’s Fair, last held in 1855. Rahere’s humility ensured the name St. Bartholomew rather than his
own for his establishments.
Now I was intrigued by this, for is not the London Company of Butchers a supporter of St. Bartholomew’s
Hospital? Is there not here an interesting connection? So I did a bit more research and contacted the London
Master who is always knowledgeable on such matters (flattery will get the researcher everywhere!). Now this is
where the good fortune really came in. Note Mr. Kelly’s short biography on page 1. His post of church warden
at St. Bartholomew the Great was a fact that had also previously escaped me. And my, did he enthuse!. And as
a result (Oh! Good Fortune) I discovered that the church was holding a ‘Founder’s Day Dinner’ to honour
Rahere. Such an occasion had not been held for a few years, and here we were within a matter of weeks of this
event. I booked places for myself and the family social secretary, her self a historian of some note.
The evening began with refreshment in the ‘Butchers Hook and Cleaver’, opposite Smithfield Market, with the
son, heir and Gild web master. The historian and I then proceeded to St. Bartholomew-the-Great for a short
Founder’s Day Commemoration service, lead by the Rector, the Reverend Dr. Martin Dudley (an interesting man
with his own Wikipædia entry). Our London Master and his Lady were in attendance. The service included
exceptional singing from the choir – Psalm 117, with antiphon (look it up) and the Prayer of Henry 6th.
The church is amazing and should be visited when in London. It possesses the most significant Norman interior
in London, if not in England, and once formed the chancel of a much larger monastic church. Rahere's
miraculous recovery from the fever contributed to the church becoming known for its curative powers, with sick
people filling its aisles each St Bartholomew's Day, 24th August.
The church was originally part of a priory but while the hospital survived the Dissolution, the nave of the church
was demolished in 1543. The Norman crossing and choir survive largely intact and continue still as the parish
church. The entrance to the church from Smithfield now goes into the churchyard through a tiny surviving
fragment of the west front, now surmounted by a half-timbered Tudor building. The grave yard lies two to three
feet above the path as the yard has filled up with layers of bodies.
We all then retired to Founders Hall, which caused me some confusion, as I had expected this to be the church
hall, named after the founder, Rahere. Not so! And more Guild serendipity! Founder here refers to the
Worshipful Company of Founders – the home of workers in heavy metal castings. The hall is immediately
behind the church, but like Butchers’ Hall, is a modern building. (Just how did St. Bartholomew the Great escape
the bombs of both World Wars?). Fine examples of bell foundry work, cannon and other castings are on display.
Dinner was exquisite – simple but fine food, including Yorkshire rhubarb. The rector proposed the toast to ‘The
Priory and The Hospital’ and the choir entertained us with more harmony.
An excellent evening and one that is worth looking out for in the future if visiting London.
* Fools and Jesters at the English Court by John Southworth ISBN 0 7509 3477 8 pub Sutton Publishing 2003
This book will shortly be placed in the Gild library

 St. Bartholomew
the Great church
 Tomb of Rahere

Church interior
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Mystery Plays
Guilds’ Waggon Plays, 2014
The countdown to the 2014 production of the Mystery Plays on pageant waggons, presented by the York Guilds,
has begun. The plays will take place around the City after mid day on Sundays 13th and 20th July. Please block
these dates in your diary to take part in, or support in some way, this event.
The new artistic director has recently been named as Deborah Pakkar Hull. Roger Lee, chairman of the Mystery
Plays Board, said: “Deborah’s work as a director of participatory theatre working with all age groups, her
considerable experience of creating performances in non-theatre spaces, and her understanding of the
importance of community and heritage as part of the waggon play tradition which York Festival Trust has
created over the last fifteen years, made her ideal for the role.”
Gild members (and families) should now be girding their loins to take part in some form – either as a waggon
puller / pusher (a role that we always take on) or as an actor in our play. If you wish to be an actor, please let
David Clapham know so that you can be auditioned by our chosen drama company.
In particular, we are probably looking to train up a Waggon Master as David Clapham is looking forward to due
reward for his ten years with this responsibility. In 2014, he will be leading our robed Gild officers in the play
procession as our Gild Master. The Waggon Master not only directs the waggon pullers / pushers, but takes a
critical role in raising the cross on the waggon and assuring the safety of Christ during this process. Not a role
seen on many CVs!
Festival Trust Future Plans
The Trust is the registered Charity which, since 1998, has been the group producing Mystery Plays in the City of
York on behalf of the York guilds. Each guild provides a trustee, ours currently being David Clapham.
The Trust is anxious to ensure that the waggon plays become a platform to further understanding of The
Mystery Plays, not just as a performance medium but also as a historical subject within the context of mediæval
life within the ancient city. To this end, the Trust regularly arranges international conferences. The Butchers’
Gild has supported such events with productions of our own play on our waggon during the conferences.
A current idea is an extension of activities into school / college educational material in some form so that local
people can gain a greater understanding of the wonderful inheritance of the plays. The plans are likely to take
some time to formulate and there is an inbuilt ‘chicken and egg’ situation whereby questions of funding may
need to be addressed before firm plans can be turned into a firm project.
This issue of Carnifex includes a variety of articles that originate from visits around the United Kingdom. On
your travels, have you ever discovered, serendipitously, any buildings or other evidence of guild life, either
historical or contemporary? Carnifex would be delighted to hear and report on any visits to Companies or
Guilds or Guild buildings or halls. Such buildings are known to exist throughout the United Kingdom and Europe
and generally a warm welcome is offered to intrepid colleagues from the guild world.
Your handbook includes some information on other known companies, but further information can be found on
the web or from other local sources. Please look them up. Bon Voyage!

Dates for Your Diary
.2013.
26th October
Ladies Feast 7.00 pm for 7.30 pm – Merchant Taylors’ Hall, Aldwark
th
27 October
Butchers’ Gild Annual Church Service
All Saints’ Church, Pavement
Members, 10.00 am procession at St. Crux, Shambles for 10.30 am – All Saints’ Church
(where Spouses and Guests should assemble beforehand); followed by
Gild Parade and Reception – join in as we parade to Jacob’s Well and host a reception
for the Lord Mayor of York, the Civic Party and Dignitaries from other Guilds
3rd December Court of Assistants with Supper
7.00 pm – Jacob’s Well, Trinity Lane, Micklegate
New Gild members in 2013 are invited to attend and observe at this Court
19th December Guild of Freemen Carol Service
7.30pm – All Saints’ Church, Pavement
.2014.
The Master requests the presence of all officers and members (or apologies) on

21st January

Full Court

7.00 pm – Jacob’s Well, Trinity Lane, Micklegate

The Master requests the presence of all officers and members (or apologies) on

4th March
Shrove Tuesday Court 6.15 pm – All Saints’ Church, Pavement
and Shrove Tuesday Feast 7.00 pm for 7.30 pm – Merchant Taylors’ Hall, Aldwark
13th May
Court of Assistants 7.00 pm – Jacob’s Well, Trinity Lane, Micklegate

Spring and Summer
Sundays 13th & 20th July

Preparation of the York Guilds’ Waggon Plays
York Guilds’ Waggon Plays on the Streets of the City
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